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Monday, February 27, 2012 387a‘‘The colder, the better’’ seems to be the mantra for structural biology with
structures now routinely solved by cooling protein samples to cryogenic
temperatures. The improved resolution at low temperatures results from re-
duced radiation damage by x-rays and electrons to proteins than at room
temperature. We have adapted a microfabricated liquid cell to protect liquid
protein samples from the vacuum of a conventional TEM. For the first time,
we report the ability to image macromolecular assemblies, the horseshoe
crab acrosome and bacteriorhodopin, at room temperature and in liquid water.
The limit in resolution approaches that reported for these structures in vitreous
ice and at liquid nitrogen temperatures. More importantly, we measure the fall-
off of the highest intensity reflections from Fourier transforms of electron
micrographs or from electron diffraction patterns of the samples and find that
radiation damage is reduced not increased in liquid water compared to vitreous
ice. We propose that the mechanism of radiation damage differs between the
two conditions. Imaging protein in water opens the door to the possibility of
studying protein dynamics in real time and to solve structures of protein with-
out freezing.
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Kinetic analysis of single-molecule trajectories is typically done by mapping
measured signal trajectories (e.g. molecular extension, FRET, or ion current)
onto a discrete set of states and then analyzing the dwell times. State identi-
fication can be challenging, however, especially in multi-state systems when
signals are noisy or have low amplitude. We present a new method which
avoids the need to identify states but can still analyze complex systems, based
on correlations between ‘‘signal pairs,’’ two discrete ranges of the measured
signal. The concept is related to a recently-introduced method for analyzing
single-molecule FRET measurements of diffusing molecules [1]. First, time
correlations are calculated between all signal pairs, without assuming any spe-
cific kinetic model for the system. Next, kinetic models are tested to deter-
mine the correct scheme, by choosing signal ranges associated with
different states and fitting all cross-correlations between them to functions
which are derived for each model from previously-described matrix methods
[2]. We demonstrate the method with three examples measured by single-
molecule force spectroscopy: folding of a two-state DNA hairpin, which
can also be analyzed with simple standard methods; a folding of a three-
state DNA hairpin, for which the kinetic scheme is known; and folding of
the prion protein PrP, which forms non-native structures with an unknown ki-
netic scheme. These examples show that the method can cope with significant
overlap of signals from different states due to noise (as high as 70%), states
with very low occupancy (as low as 2%), and transition rates which are very
similar or differ by several orders of magnitude. We also introduce signal-pair
histograms for an unbiased visualization of dynamic processes within the
trajectories.
[1] Hoffmann et al., PhysChemChemPhys 13:1857 (2011).
[2] Gopich & Szabo, J Phys Chem B 113:10965 (2009).
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F1-ATPase is a rotational stepping molecular motor in which g subunit rotates
120o against the a3b3 cylinder upon one ATP molecule hydrolysis. This 120
o
step is further divided into 80o and 40o substeps and each substep is triggered
by ATP binding and ADP release and by ATP hydrolysis and Pi release, respec-
tively. The stepping motion was sensitive against physical and chemical condi-
tions, such as temperature and load Hydrostatic pressure is also a physical
parameter to modulate the structure and function of protein molecules. Here,
we developed a novel assay that monitored the stepping motion of single F1-
ATPase molecules under various pressure conditions [1]. At ambient condi-
tions, F1-ATPases derived from thermophilic Bacillus PS3 smoothly rotated
with 9 Hz in the presence of 2 mM ATP. The rotational rate decreased with in-
creased pressure, and then reached to 3 Hz and became stepping rotation by
slowing a certain dwell at 140 MPa In order to identify which chemical state
this dwell corresponds, the mutant F1(bE190D) which shows the pause of
ATP catalytic dwell due to extremely slow ATP hydrolysis even underVmax condition [2] was used. This pressure dependent dwell became obvious
at þ40o from catalytic dwell with applying pressure, i.e., it is the same position
as ATP binding, where F1 executes ATP binding and ADP release on different
catalytic sites. Thus, applied pressures seem to inhibit the ATP binding and/or
ADP release reactions.
[1] Nishiyama et al., Biophys J. 96(3) 1142-1150 (2009).
[2] Shimabukuro et al.,Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 100, 14731–14736
(2003).
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We have developed a new single-molecule fluorescence imaging analysis
method, SIMA, that improves the temporal resolution of single-molecule local-
ization and tracking studies to millisecond timescales without compromising
the nanometer range spatial resolution [1,2,3,4]. In this method, the width of
the fluorescence intensity profile of a static or a mobile molecule, imaged using
submillisecond to milliseconds exposure time, is used for localization and dy-
namics analyses. We apply this method to three single-molecule investigations:
(1) axial localization precision measurements, (2) subdiffraction molecular sep-
aration measurements, and (3) protein diffusion coefficient measurements in
free solution. Applications of SIMA in studying intraflagellar transport pro-
cesses and photosynthetic antenna complex energy transfer mechanisms will
also be discussed.
[1] Shawn DeCenzo, Michael C. DeSantis, and Y. M. Wang, ‘‘Single-image
separation measurements of two unresolved fluorophores,’’ Optics Express,
18, 16628-16639, (2010).
[2] M. DeSantis, S. DeCenzo, J. L. Li, and Y. M. Wang, ‘‘Precision analysis for
standard deviation measurements of single fluorescent molecule images,’’ Op-
tics Express, 18, 6563-6576, (2010).
[3] Shannon Zareh, Michael C. DeSantis, J. Kessler, J. L. Li, and Y. M. Wang,
‘‘Single-image diffusion coefficient measurement of proteins in free solution,’’
PNAS, in review, (2011).
[4] M. DeSantis, S. Zareh, X. L. Li, R. Blankenship, and Y. M. Wang, ‘‘Single-
image axial localization precision analysis for individual fluorophores,’’ Optics
Express, in review, (2011).
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Proteins exert and withstand mechanical force in many fundamental biological
processes. Optical tweezers have become a useful research tool for applying
forces to single proteins and measuring the resulting changes in extension,
but many interesting processes produce changes smaller than their resolution
limit. Our experimental setup skirts this limitation by measuring distance
changes using single-molecule Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer (smFRET)
produced from a total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscope incor-
porating magnetic tweezers. Individual protein molecules are conjugated to
FRET-paired fluorescent dyes and functionalized DNA handles using malei-
mide and click chemistry. These handles tether each molecule between a glass
coverslip within the TIRF microscope and a paramagnetic bead. An external
magnet applies a uniform field that exerts a force on each molecule tethered
to the surface. Because the FRET from each molecule in the microscope’s field
of view can be measured simultaneously, the extension between dyes of many
individual molecules as a function of force can be monitored in parallel. Here
we present our initial studies using this new setup.
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To measure nanometric features with super-resolution requires that the stage
that holds the sample be stable to nanometric precision. Herein we introduce
a new method which uses conventional equipment, is low cost, and does
not require intensive computation. Tiny fiduciary markers of approximately
